2013 Arts Market Vendors

Annie Hendrix
Armon Davis, We 3 Kings Arts Market/Roots Collection
Bryant Benoit
Casey Coren, Ragged Imaginings
Chester Allen
Christine Ledoux, Mosaic Bayou
Denise Collins, Baobab Tree Jewelry Designs
Elka Toussaint, La Toussaint Customized Jewelry
Eslie Taylor, Still Waters Jewelry
Helena Robinson, Art of Sole Designs
Hillary Albins, Alluvial Atelier
Julie Hopkins, Ties that Matter
Ken Daley
Kim Welsh Cultural Photography
Marcel Diallo, Doctor Jean's Second Coming's Hoodoo Emporium
Marcus Akinlana, Positive Creations Fine Arts
Miguel A Maldonado
Nyssa Lyon, Hourglassproductions
Ora Brooks, Jewelry By Lady O
Peter Boutte, nolaswamp.com
Phyllis Hurley, Friends of Uganda
Princess Parchuke, L'Atelier Piroska
Raegan Robinson, Lucky Nola
Shirley De’Vard, De’VardDeSigns
Shirley Wilfred, Wilfred Designs
Sula Evans and Andaiye Alimayu, King and Queen Emporium
Tony Nozero, Deity Arts Collective
William Terry, Bayou Soap Co.